Manufacturing & Supply, Inc.
World’s Leading Supplier of Swage Dies and Presses Since 1975

Now offering “Sea Girt” Type-X Dies, Punches, and Punch Holders
Now there is relief for desperate owners: Corbin offers replacement dies, punches,
and punch holders as well as repair service for your discontinued RCE “Sea Girt”
press. Contact us for a quote today! (Not listed on our web store.)
The FPH-1-X punch holder has a threaded draw bar. The end of the
draw bar screws into the head of the top or external punch. Changing
punches is done by turning the knob at the top to unscrew and free the
punch. Corbin builds high quality 7/8-14 punch holders with steel split
lock rings having wrench flats and hex socket locking screws. The
punch holders are black oxide finished. Complete FPH-1-X, $149.
The top or external punch for any die is made of hardened, honed steel
with knurled ring to make the punch easy to hold as you tighten the draw
bar. These are called PUNCH-X external, with the die type into which
they fit designaged by a letter code, and a diameter or caliber on the
punch depending on its purpose. External punches are $149 (one is
included with each die).
The internal or bottom punch, which fits into the ram and remains inside the die during operation, is a PUNCH-X internal.
The die type is indicated by a letter code, and the diameter or caliber is indicated on
the punch head. These are also $149 (one is included with each die).
The dies are ordered by a catalog number indicating the purpose. The CSW-1-X is a
core swage or bleed die, to adjust core weight. It is designated “S” for core Swage.
Both the internal and external punches fit snugly into the die bore. The bore diameter
is used rather than caliber, since the core diameter may fit several calibers of jackets
or may be used for making similar sized lead bullets. Core swage dies complete with
internal and external punch are $349..
The core seating die is CS-1-X, and marked with a “C” for
Core seat. It’s purpose is to seat the lead core into the jacket.
The core seater is marked with the caliber. Core seating internal punches fit the die
bore snugly, but external punches can vary depending on purpose. such as open tip,
lead tip, hollow point open tip and hollow point lead tip styles. Core seating dies with
internal and external punch are $349.
The point forming die is PF-1-X. It has the shape of the bullet diamond lapped into
its cavity shape, with a small ejection rod as the internal punch, to push the finished
bullet out by its tip. The base punch is the external punch. It can be flat, cupped,
dished, hollow, or rebated boattail shape. Point form dies with internal and external
punch are $529.

For other kinds of dies, adapters for the “Walnut Hill” press to use Corbin -S type swage dies, or repairs
for discontinued RCE press, contact Corbin at 541-826-5211, e-mail: Sales@Corbins.com, Fax: 541826-8669, or write to PO Box 2659, White City, OR 97503 USA Free info at www.Corbins.com

